The quantity theory of money was associated with the politics of the right in the '70s and '80s, but a century earlier, particularly in America, it had played an important part in the proposals of the Progressive left. These political associations are examined, and it is argued that a crucial factor in the quantity theory's apparent migration from left to right was its newly-forged links to the case for monetary policy rules in the interwar years. It was also in the 1930s that the endogenous-money Banking School doctrines deployed by anti-quantity theorists during the monetarist controversy first became mainly associated with the case for discretionary policy, rather than with support for the goldstandard rule, as they had been in earlier times. More generally, shifting scientific opinion about the causes of the Great Depression moved the political centre of gravity of monetary economics to the left from the 1930s onwards, and then back towards the right beginning in the '60s, creating an illusion of movement on the quantity theory's part.
1 Patinkin (1969 Patinkin ( , 1974 criticised Friedman for attributing the idea of the quantity theory as a theory of the demand for money to a Chicago tradition of the 1930s, and for failing to acknowledge a strong Keynesian influence on his formulation of the demand function in which opportunity cost variables play a critical role. Patinkin was surely right about both issues, but Robert Leeson (2000) has shown that the Treatise on Money played an unusually large role in the graduate monetary economics course which Friedman took from Lloyd Mints in 1932. It is, of course, in that book that Keynes developed liquidity preference theory, so Friedman's work may well, after all, have originated in Keynesian monetary theory to which he was, nevertheless, first exposed at Chicago. 2 In this context, it is worth noting that Fisher (1911) contains an account of an empirical study carried out by Fisher of the money-holding behaviour of Yale undergraduates. In Laidler (1991) I have argued at some length the case for treating Cambridge and Fisherian approaches to the quantity theory as essentially the same. 6 The sections of the Report dealing explicitly with monetary policy were largely written by Richard Sayers, whose Modern Banking, a standard textbook of the time provides further evidence of a strong Banking School influence. 7 See Perry Mehrling (1998) for a discussion of this "new view" and its relationship to earlier American work in the Banking School tradition in general, and the affinity between the work of Gurley and Shaw and Tobin in particular. 7 most short-term purposes, much the most convenient institutional source of funds . . . We emphasise that any . . .special concern, and any . . . extreme measures, ought to be aimed at the banks as key lenders in the system, and not at the banks as 'creators of money'. It is the level of bank advances rather than the level of bank deposits that is the object of this special interest; the behaviour of bank deposits is of interest only because it has some bearing, along with other influences, on the behaviour of other lenders " (Para. 395, p.
134)
Now the Radcliffe Committee's views had deep roots in the Banking School tradition, which had, since the debates about Sir Robert Peel's 1844 Bank Charter Act, stressed the complexity of the structure of the banking system's liabilities, emphasised the strategic role of short-term credit offered by the banking system to the business community in linking that system to the real economy, and argued that what we would now call the money supply was an endogenous variable which mainly responded to, rather than set in motion, fluctuations in the price level.
6 Sometimes, the Banking School carried the latter argument to the point of embracing what would later be called the "Real Bills Doctrine", which held that, so long as the banking system confined its lending to good quality short term commercial bills, the quantity of money would automatically accommodate itself to the changing needs of trade without imparting either inflationary or deflationary impulses to the economy. Though the Radcliffe Report probably represents the fullest revival of these ideas in the mid-twentieth century, versions of them are also to be found in the American literature dealing with the "new view" of economics pioneered by John Gurley and Edward Shaw (1960) and James Tobin (1969) at about the same time.
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It was probably the fact of rising inflation in the late 1960s and early 1970s, and the failure of policies aimed at directly controlling wages and prices, that did most to redirect 8 There are many surveys of monetarism. Probably the most comprehensive and useful single source is Thomas Mayer et al. (1978) . As readers of this volume will quickly discover, though the creation of this body of doctrine is popularly ascribed to Milton Friedman, this is a serious oversimplification. In particular the independent, sometimes parallel, contributions of Karl Brunner and Allan Meltzer, to which Mayer pays careful and well-merited attention should explicitly be acknowledged here. See Brunner and Meltzer (1993) for a comprehensive retrospective account of their contributions to monetary economics. 8 attention away from such ideas and back towards to the quantity theory as an explanation of inflation. Certainly that was the view of Harry Johnson, writing as early as 1971. He therefore predicted that what he called the "monetarist counter-revolution", to which Friedman's restated quantity theory was crucial, would peter out as inflation ceased to be a problem, and unemployment again began to attract attention. But inflation got worse and indeed persisted as the principal macroeconomic problem well into the 1980s. This fact did not, of course, in and of itself establish the correctness of the quantity theory as an explanation of the phenomenon, but it did provide more than ample opportunity for it to be re-established as a theory that potentially had something relevant to say about contemporary economic life.
There was, nevertheless, more to "Monetarism" than the quantity theory as an explanation of inflation That doctrine also encompassed a rather pervasive belief in the stability of the economy's private sector, a specific skepticism about the existence of any systematic inflation unemployment trade-off, and a preference for constraining monetary policy by legally binding rules which stood in stark contrast to the general acceptance of the virtues of discretionary policy among its opponents.
8 Furthermore, and central to the matters under discussion here, as James Tobin (1981) noted, "In public political and economic debate, monetarism has become a central part of conservative, that is to say nineteenth century liberal, ideology. These days the other principal elements are most easily summarised as oppositions to Government: to public operation or regulation of economic activities, to redistribution of income and wealth, to collective consumption and investment and to budget deficits" (p. 33) And, he continued, "The logical connections of the monetarism of the 1960s to its ideological 9 It is usual to attribute the coinage of the word "monetarism" to Karl Brunner (1968) . I have not found this noun in the course of perusing literature on the Latin American debate, but the adjective "monetarist" is a commonplace therein from the early 1960s onwards. The connections between this earlier debate and the later controversy need more attention from historians of economic thought. 9 partners remains obscure. Their unity was less in logic than in the person of Milton Friedman, the powerful and persuasive protagonist of the several ideas." (p. 34) Though it is easy enough to agree with Tobin's description of the ideological company that the quantity theory had recently been keeping at the time he wrote these words, it is much harder to accept his attribution of this liaison solely to the influence of Friedman.
To begin with, the "monetarist-structuralist debate" about inflation and growth was well under way in Latin America by the early 1960s, before the monetarist controversy had gathered much momentum in the United States and Europe, and Friedman's work played only a peripheral role in this, particularly in its earlier period.
9 There is not space here to describe the Latin American debate in any detail. Suffice it to note that the characteristic monetarist position in that debate was that inflation was a consequence of monetary expansion, and that " [t] here are many things which can be said about inflation. but most of them have relatively little to do with economic growth. Likewise, of the many things which can be said about economic growth, few have much relevance for the study of inflation" (Harberger, 1964, p. 319) , so that control of the money supply was the sine qua non of control of inflation. The structuralist side, on the other hand held that ". . . in an economy with major bottlenecks and weak export markets, the attempt to achieve price stability through monetary or fiscal means will result in unemployment, underutilisation of industrial capacity and slow growth" (Richard Ruggles 1964, p. 6 For those who accepted them, these results of Friedman and his associates undermined any general presumption that a market economy required widespread intervention to make it function. Hence, though they stopped far short of making a case against deficit finance, income redistribution, and all those other policies mentioned by Tobin (1981) , they did seem to require that arguments for such measures be made on the specific merits of particular programmes. And, because many people did accept the above-mentioned results at their scientific face value, they shifted the centre of political gravity of monetary economics well to the right of its immediate post-World-War-2 location. To this extent, the quantity theory's right-wing associations during the monetarist controversy followed naturally from that theory's central place in a particular body of economic analysis that was then widely believed -rightly or wrongly is not the point -to be supported by historical and empirical evidence. This was more a case of economics affecting politics, than of politics affecting economics. And as the history of the monetarist controversy more generally shows, these associations were clearly a result of forces much deeper than the mere influence of "the person of Milton Friedman", as Tobin (1981) would have had it.
This cannot, however, mean that the quantity theory is always and everywhere inherently supportive of conservative political doctrine, because a century earlier the bimetallist controversy generated just as much political heat as did the debate about monetarism, and, in this debate, the quantity theory was closely associated with the Progressive left. It is to this episode that I now turn.
IV

The Debate about Bimetallism
From the end of the Napoleonic Wars till the 1870s, the international monetary system was essentially bimetallic.
1870s therefore constitutes a puzzle. This conclusion appears to be an artifact of their no doubt ingenious model, rather than being based on any traditional historical analysis, however.
13 Michael Trautwein has reminded me that this does not mean that the falling prices of the 1870-1896 period did not have an effect on the development of the political left in Britain. It probably did, for these were years in which militant trade unionism became increasingly important in British industry. But bimetallism was not high on the policy agenda, if indeed it figured at all, of those who were involved in nurturing this development.
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the United States Congress administered the coup de grace to the old international monetary order by passing a Specie Resumption Act that put gold at the centre of the new system and gave no role to silver, a measure that was soon to be named by its political opponents "The Crime of 1873".
These events had two important economic consequences. First, silver currencies depreciated against gold, and second there began a twenty year period of slow deflation in gold standard countries. These two facts formed the background to the controversies between advocates of the restoration of bimetallism on the one hand, and defenders of gold monometallism on the other. In Britain, bimetallism drew most of its support from the business community, especially those of its members who thought that their competitiveness in international markets was threatened by the depreciation of silver currencies, particularly the Indian Rupee. 13 The focus among them was on the re-establishment of bimetallism as an international monetary system by agreement among the world's leading governments. In the United States, such a viewpoint also had its supporters, but purely domestic issues had far more political importance there. Farmers in particular had debts fixed in nominal terms, but faced falling output prices and land values. In large numbers therefore, they supported the unilateral adoption of bimetallism by the United States, while silver mining areas of the country had their own quite obvious and direct interest in finding a place for silver in the monetary system.
In an 1897 book, Francis Amasa Walker, perhaps the most able advocate of international bimetallism in the United States, or anywhere else for that matter, described the intellectual scene in terms that can be abridged as follows:
14 In the context of this paper, it is particularly noteworthy that Friedman (1990) reexamined the bimetallists' case with considerable sympathy, concluding that a such system probably would have been viable, and indeed might have produced a better price level performance than did the gold standard. All advocates of bimetallism put the quantity theory of money at the very centre of their case. At one level, it played a straightforward role. The aim was to influence the behaviour of the price level, and the quantity theory taught that this could be done by influencing the behaviour of the money supply. Deflation was due to the stock of gold growing at too slow a pace to keep up with the monetary demand for it, and the deficiency could be relieved by allowing silver to fill the gap.
14 As J. S. Nicholson (1895), a British advocate of international bimetallism, remarked:
" [bimetallists] have argued that the supplies of gold have fallen off, that gold is hoarded by governments and banks, that silver has been demonetized, whilst on the other hand the volume of trade or the amount of the exchanges to be effected has increased. This explanation really rests on the quantity theory in its simple form" (p. 243)
Or, in the words of Henry Hucks-Gibbs, another important British bimetallist, ". . .so far, and only so far, as prices of commodities depend on the greater or less quantity of the mass of money in the world they will be steadier (as Mr. Jevons, himself no 15 Perhaps the fullest exposition of this position in contemporary literature is that given in Fisher (1911, Ch. 7) which sets out analysis which he first developed in Fisher (1894) two metals form the measure of value than when one forms it." (Letter to The Times, May 23 1881, as reprinted in Hucks-Gibbs and Grenfell (eds.) 1886, p. 146)
In its then only recently developed stock supply and demand form, however, the quantity theory also played a more subtle part in the debate, being deployed against the claim that bimetallism was an unstable monetary system, inherently prone to swings between de facto gold or silver monometallism, depending upon the relationship between the metals' mint and market prices. The logic of this claim is simple enough. If, but only if, the market prices of the metals are parametric to their monetary use, then Gresham's Law will ensure that any bimetallic system is inherently on a knife edge. But quantity theorists, deploying supply and demand analysis could and did argue against this that if, on the other hand, the demands for the metals for monetary uses are sufficiently large relative to available quantities to affect their market prices, then bimetallism can be (within limits) a stable system in which that monetary demand can absorb the consequences of non-monetary shocks to their market, and perhaps a more stable system than one based on the sole use of either metal.
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The inherited wisdom of the monetary economics of about 1870 was indeed that the metals' market prices were independent of their uses as money. The quantity theory had played at best a supporting role as a short run adjustment mechanism in the Classical economics of Adam Smith and Ricardo, where the long-run purchasing power, the "natural value", as it was habitually termed, of metallic money or of convertible paper money had been held to depend upon the cost of production of the metal in question. It was only in the 1870s that Alfred Marshall worked out a framework that took account of the facts that cost of production varies with the flow of newly produced metal, rather than with the magnitude of its already existing stock, that the stock in question was large relative to that flow and extremely durable into the bargain, and that the demand for that stock was dominated by monetary uses. This framework both exposed the inadequacy of the cost-of-production theory of value as a theory of the price level, and elevated the quantity theory to a position that it had never previously occupied, namely 16 The main purpose of Laidler (1991) is to trace the evolution of these ideas in detail. 17 On this, see also Laidler (1991 pp. 159 et seq.) 18 See Girton and Roper (1978) for a more sympathetic treatment of Laughlin's views than they get here.
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as a general theory of the price level, within which cost of production was but one, usually minor and remote influence operating on the supply of money. 16 As Walker summarised matters: "But it is in the case of the precious metals, which might, with a view to any brief period be called practically indestructible, that present cost of production has the smallest influence upon value."
(1897, pp. 26-7)
Defenders of gold monometallism, such as Robert Giffen in Britain and the founder of the Chicago economics department, J. Laurence Laughlin, in the United States, understood the key role played by the quantity theory in the case for bimetallism, and did their best to undermine it. 17 Giffen, for example, affirmed that the prices of the precious metals were indeed parametric to their monetary uses:
". . .the chronic ratios of exchange between gold and silver and other commodities are not determined by any special qualities these metals have as money. It is the range of prices as part of a general economic condition which helps to determine the quantity of money in use, and not the quantity of money in use that determines prices" (1892, p. 99)
Hence a monetary rule requiring the maintenance of convertibility into just one metal, namely gold, was the only sound basis for the monetary system. Laughlin's position was the same. 18 He argued that, under the gold standard, the price level was the outcome of factors affecting both the cost of production of gold and goods so that "[t]he general level of prices, then, supposing that the agencies directly touching gold are constant, is governed by the high or low expenses of production of goods" (1903, p. 362 Evidently, then, supporters of sound money during the bimetallic controversy embraced essentially the same anti-quantity theory position on the relationship between money and prices that, as we have already seen, would later underpin the policy framework which monetarism opposed a century later. Profound differences between these two anti-quantity-theory groups nevertheless need explicit note. Giffen and Laughlin were devoted supporters of laissez-faire underpinned by a gold-standard rule for monetary policy, while the leading lights of the Radcliffe Committee were exponents of discretionary policy over a wide area. Thus, if the quantity theory migrated from the political left to the right in the years between these two debates, then Banking School doctrine just as surely made its own simultaneous journey from the right to the left.
Now it is hard to think of an international bimetallic system as a politically radical arrangement. Inasmuch as it involved government intervention to fix a relative price, it was indeed, as Giffen complained, "a departure from the Free Trade principle which [in his opinion]
Governments ought to follow in all commercial matters" (1886, repr. 1892 p. 49), and it did to that extent involve a form of "managed currency" which Giffen considered "an unsuitable business for a State to undertake"; but its adoption would have still involved a commitment by governments to a policy rule, albeit a less constricting one than the gold standard. Had such a system been adopted in the 1890s, moreover, that would have involved not some bold new policy experiment but a formal return to arrangements that had not so long before been informally in place. The quantity theory's association with radical politics at this time did not stem from its role in making the case for international bimetallism, however, but from the use made of it by American advocates of unilateral bimetallism who were firmly on the "Progressive" side of the political spectrum. "There are those who believe that, if you will only legislate to make the well-to-do prosperous, their prosperity will leak through on those below. The Democratic idea, however, has been that if you legislate to make the masses prosperous, their prosperity will find its way up through every class which rests upon them.
You come to us and tell us that the great cities are in favor of the gold standard;
we reply that the great cities rest upon our great and fertile prairies. Burn down your cities and leave our farms and your cities will spring up again as if by magic; but destroy our farms and the grass will grow in the streets of every city in the country" (p.27) And so, he famously concluded "Having behind us the producing masses of this nation and the world, supported by the commercial interests, the laboring interests, and the toilers everywhere, we will answer their demand for a gold standard by saying to them: You shall not press down upon the brow of labour this crown of thorns; you shall not crucify mankind upon a cross of gold" (p. 280)
It was this Populist version of bimetallism, with its inflationist sub-text, that Francis
Walker was distancing himself from in the passage quoted earlier, but quite evidently, the quantity theory was deeply embedded in it. That is why, as Fisher later noted in the preface to
The Purchasing Power of Money, "The attempts by promoters of unsound money to make an improper use of the quantity theory -as in the first Bryan campaign -led many sound money men to the utter repudiation of the quantity theory The consequence has been that, especially in America, the quantity theory needs to be re-introduced into general knowledge." (1911. p. viii) He suggested that, in reconstructing the quantity theory in that book, "I have the satisfaction of finding myself for once a conservative rather than a radical in economic theory". But the conservatism to which he referred here was of a scientific nature. The quantity theory was to keep its distance from conservative political causes for a little while longer, as we shall now see.
V The Inter-war Years
The international gold standard, whose piecemeal creation in the 1870s had prompted the bimetallic controversy, survived until the beginning of the First World War, but not because of any intellectual victory on the part of its supporters. Rather the discovery of the cyanide process made it possible economically to exploit South African gold deposits from the mid-1890s onwards, and this, along with gold discoveries in the Yukon at about the same time, was enough to set the world's supply of monetary gold growing more rapidly than real output. Two decades of deflation came to an end, a mild inflation which would persist until 1914 began, and 19 Marshall (1887) favoured symetallism supplemented by widespread voluntary indexation of capital and labour market contracts, Fisher (1911) suggested indexing money itself by way of his compensated dollar scheme, while Wicksell (1898) proposed an international paper money whose value would be stabilised by interest rate movements co-ordinated among the world's central banks. I have discussed these matters in more detail in Laidler (1991) 20 These were embodied in the Genoa Resolutions of 1923, but came to nothing. 21 bimetallism lost its main political rationale.
It is also worth noting that the leading monetary economists of the era, Marshall, Fisher and Wicksell, each according to his own lights a quantity theorist, had supported neither side in the bimetallic controversy. All three favoured price-level stability as a policy goal, but all three thought it possible to improve upon both gold and bimetallic standards to provide it. 19 Thus, despite the failure of the bimetallic cause with which it had been intimately associated, the quantity theory remained associated with skepticism about the gold-standard policy rule, and hence with what it is fair to call "progressive" thought on economic policy. It continued to occupy such a position after the First World War. This is quite evident, for example, in the wellknown role it played as the intellectual foundation for Keynes's discussion, in the Tract on
Monetary Reform, of the potential for conflict between the pursuit of domestic price stability and exchange rate stability, and his preference for the former in the event that a choice here should become necessary. And a monetary approach to the analysis of macroeconomic stability that started from the quantity theory also underpinned Hawtrey's less radical, but nevertheless novel, proposals for re-establishing an international gold standard under which monetary measures would be co-ordinated among countries with a view to giving the stabilisation of prices, income, and employment pride of place on the policy agenda.
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Even so, in Europe in particular, the quantity theory was beginning to lose intellectual ground in the 1920s. Though Wicksell (1898) might have intended to do no more than extend the quantity theory to cope with contemporary institutional realities when he developed his famous "cumulative process" analysis, the longer run effect of his efforts on monetary economics was to shift its emphasis from the quintessential concern of the quantity theory with the relationship between money and the price level, towards the influence of the rate of interest on saving and 21 For a discussion of the contributions of these two groups, and the relation of their work to Wicksell's, see Laidler (1999, Chs. 2 and 3) 22 I have discussed the role of American monetary economics in the interwar years, and its relationship to the development of macroeconomics more generally, in Laidler (1999, Chs. 9 and 10) In (1998) Mehrling proposed a more complex classification for analysing the development of American monetary economics than that which I adopt in this section of the current paper, in which advocates of the quantity theory and banking school positions are further subdivided according to whether they supported policy rules or discretion and/or active or passive approaches to monetary policy. I intend no criticism of Mehrling's taxonomy in expressing the hope that the simpler one adopted here is adequate for the purposes of this paper. 24 Note that when Mehrling (1997) discussed Young's work as seeking a "middle ground" in monetary economics, the two extremes that he had in mind were represented by this conservative group's Banking School ideas, and Fisher's quantity theory. From the point of view of analysing the development of competing strands in what was to become American neoclassical monetary economics, this classification seems to me to be absolutely appropriate, but when the economic basis of inflationist and more generally interventionist politics is the subject of discussion, as it is in this paper, it is necessary to recall the existence of radical 23 most American observers like a particularly bad cyclical downturn, and monetary theories of the cycle of which the quantity theory formed a key component. not to mention policy nostrums derived from them, figured prominently in the literature it prompted.
On the whole, however, even though the quantity theory was still not associated with conservative causes in the United States, its connection with the radical left that has been so close in the 1880s and '90s had been weakened. That was because the boundaries within American economics and politics had shifted. The quantity theory continued to occupy an important position in neoclassical monetary theory, but in America in the '20s, neoclassical economics was challenged from the left by Institutionalism, in particular by the radical version thereof originally developed and propagated by Thorstein Veblen (eg.1904) and later by such advocates of wholesale economic planning as Rexford Tugwell (eg Tugwell, Munro and Stryker 1925) . In the monetary field, moreover, the underconsumptionism of Foster and Catchings (eg.1923) had taken over as the preferred intellectual basis for inflationist policy proposals.
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When compared to these doctrines, even Irving Fisher's quantity theory based campaign to subject the Federal Reserve system to a legislated price stability mandate, let alone Allyn Young's support for cautiously activist stabilization policy based on his own adaptation of Hawtrey's ideas to American conditions, were very much in the middle of the road. The word "middle" is not used lightly here, however, for the same body of economics that had underpinned the conservative case for gold monometallism in the 1890s had also provided much of the intellectual basis for the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, and it remained extremely influential throughout the 1920s and early '30s, not least at the Federal Reserve Board in Washington. 24 institutionalism and underconsumptionism. 25 As I have noted in Laidler (1999, ch. 10) there is a loose relationship between the views of this group and those of such "Austrian" theorists based at the London School of Economics, as Friedrich von Hayek (1931) and Lionel Robbins (1934) . However, these Americans lacked the well worked out theory of the cycle, deeply rooted in capital theory from which the Austrians derived their policy conclusions. It is worth noting in passing here, that Friedman (1974) singled out the London group as exponents of an atrophied version of the quantity theory to which he contrasted favourably the version in circulation in Chicago at that time. It is, of course, quite erroneous to attribute any shape or form of quantity theory to this group. They were totally and explicitly opposed to it. 26 But he explicitly excepted T. E. Gregory, then at the London School of Economics who was deeply influenced by Austrian ideas, without being entirely under their influence. It is not, perhaps, co-incidental that Gregory was an authority on the work of Thomas Tooke, the leading figure in the Banking School. I am grateful to Robert Leeson for drawing my attention to Laughlin (1933) from which this and other quotations used here are drawn.
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The early1930s in the United States are sometimes thought of as being a time when financial interests, supported by influential neoclassical economists, opposed any attempts to stabilize the "Great Contraction", but finally met their political nemesis with the coming of the Roosevelt Administration and its "New Deal". This is, of course, a gross over-simplification of events, but like most such over-simplifications there is a core of truth lying behind it. There was indeed much opposition to policy activism from the financial community in the early 1930s, and it did find support among economists. These were not, however, neoclassical adherents of the quantity theory, but the anti-quantity theory supporters of the gold standard and the real bills This all too influential viewpoint was opposed by many, perhaps most, American academic economist at the time. The early 1930s were a time of widespread support among them for activist expansionary monetary, and indeed fiscal, policies, much of it based, if not directly on the quantity theory, then at least on an analysis of the cycle that derived from that doctrine.
Lauchlin Currie (1934) was one of the most coherent advocates of such measures, and his analysis was essentially Hawtreyan at this juncture, yielding views on the causes of and remedies for the Great Contraction largely anticipating those later set out by Friedman and Schwartz (1963a) . 27 His characterisation of the place of the quantity theory in all this was as follows:
"In the past an altogether disproportionate amount of importance was attached to variations in the supply of money. In consequence of the almost universal abandonment of the quantity theory of money, however, there is a danger that the pendulum may swing too far in the opposite direction so that the effect of variations in the supply of money may be unduly minimized" (p. 3)
Currie was more than just a quantity theorist then, but he was also a vigorous and explicit critic of the real bills doctrine in general, and more specifically of the role it had played in both the Federal Reserve system's policies of 1927-28, which were aimed at curbing the supply of bank credit for speculative purposes but had resulted in slowdown in money growth to which The important point about Currie in the context of this paper is not only that he attracted an attack from Anderson for having offered a critique of Federal Reserve Policy that derived from a version of the quantity theory, albeit a much more subtle one than Anderson gave him credit for. It is also that his work attracted the attention of Jacob Viner of the University of Chicago, who invited Currie to join his "Freshman brains-trust" in Washington, thus setting in motion a career that quickly saw him become economic advisor to Marriner Eccles at the Federal Reserve Board, and then to President Roosevelt himself. To the extent that association with the inner councils of the "New Deal" confers progressive credentials on an economic theory, the quantity theory was still well endowed with them in the mid-1930s.
The landscape of both economic policy and economic theory was, however, changing rapidly at that time, and this would soon affect the location of the quantity theory in the political spectrum. To begin with, the influence of Laughlin and his associates waned quickly as the decade progressed. As with the intellectually related, albeit more rigorously based, policy pessimism of Austrian business cycle theorists, there were few takers in the intellectual market place for economic ideas that implied that a policy of waiting out the depression was the only viable option. Second, as the depression continued in the United States, an ongoing build up of free reserves in the Banking system convinced many who would earlier have given pride of place to expansionary monetary measures that these were no long likely to be effective. Homely comparisons of such policies to "pushing on a string" came into vogue, and the emphasis among policy activists shifted to the fiscal side. Here it is significant that Currie himself was one of the architects of the increases in required reserve ratios that were instituted in 1937 with the aim of mopping up excess liquidity in the banking system that, it was feared, might at some future time provide the basis for excessive and inflationary money creation. Though Currie would hardly have entertained such fears had he not retained some residual belief in a version of the quantity theory, it is equally clear that he had come to believe that, by 1937, the monetary authorities no longer retained control over the supply of money, independently of factors affecting the demand for it.
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But other exponents of the quantity theory had also given up on it before 1937, crucially policy's transmission mechanism had thus shifted away from anything that could be associated with the quantity theory towards a Wicksellian mechanism whose critical linkages ran through bank rate to the long interest rate and thence to investment spending, with the supply of money adjusting passively to maintain equilibrium with its demand.
"Given associated changes in the total quantity of money and in the effective level of bank rate respectively, it is via the latter that the ultimate modification in the purchasing power of money is generated, looking at the problem dynamically. The order of events is not that a change in bank rate affects the price level because, in order to make a new bank rate effective, the quantity of money has to be altered. It is, rather, the other way around.
A change in the quantity of money affects the price level in the first instance because. . . this means a bank rate which will change the market rate of interest relatively to the natural rate . . .
If we start from a position of equilibrium, then -provided that efficiency earnings are stable -the condition for the continued stability of price levels is that the total volume of money should vary in such a way that the effect of the corresponding volume of bank lending on the market rate of interest is to keep the volume of new investment at an equality with current saving. (1930, I, p. 197, Keynes's italics) 29 The latter is most conspicuous in the General Theory where the efficacy of money-wage cuts is discussed as an hypothetical rather than a practical policy, and as has often been noted, discussions of the monetary system are conspicuous by their absence from the General Theory. That is why I one of those who believe that, overall, the treatment of this topic in the Treatise was in no way superceded in the later book. And, it should be recalled, the Radcliffe Committee explicitly invoked Richard Kahn's evidence as the immediate authority for their own views on the issue.
Dennis Robertson (1931) suggested that Keynes was here dealing with a "hen and egg" problem of no importance, but this is surely not so. To emphasise the rate of interest and volume of bank lending as the critical variables for monetary policy, and to treat the quantity of money as passively adjusting to validate their consequences, is to adopt exactly the view of monetary policy's workings that later appeared in the Radcliffe Report, which, as I have already noted, could trace its ancestry to the anti-quantity theory position of the Banking School and of the gold monometallists of the 1880s and '90s. Given Keynes's earlier credentials as a quantity theorist, this was a step of great significance in the development of monetary thought, and one of lasting importance, the use of an exogenous money supply assumption at certain points in the General Theory, notwithstanding. also involves a more or less simultaneous journey towards the right on the part of the quantity 30 Initially Simons had opted for a constant money supply rule, but shifted to a price level rule in (1936) . His failure to refer to Fisher as an earlier exponent of this idea in the latter paper was surely not as reprehensible as it might now look, for the simple reason that Fisher's advocacy of it would have been common knowledge to Simons' intended readership. 31 I have developed and defended these positions at greater length in Laidler (1993 Laidler ( , 1997 Laidler ( and 1999 ).
32 Tobin (1981) noted these differences between Simons' agenda and Friedman's. Perry Mehrling first drew my attention to the relationship of Simons' policy program to populist ideas. 29 theory. In the 1920s, the quantity theory had provided the underpinnings of Irving Fisher's campaigns for imposing by act of Congress a price stability rule on the Federal Reserve system and a crucial step in the quantity theory's rightward move was taken when this idea of subjecting monetary policy to a legislated rule was adopted by members of the economics department of the University of Chicago in the early 1930s, and in particular by Henry Simons.
30
The association of a distinctive "Chicago Tradition" with the quantity theory in the early 1930s, the alleged imperviousness of that tradition to "Keynesian" ideas later in the decade, as well as its influence on Friedman's monetarism have been much debated in recent years, so suffice it here simply to state those of my own views on these matters that are relevant to the Even so, the populist, as opposed to conservative in the traditional sense, characteristics of Simons ' (1934) Program must be noted. There was much in it that would have appealed to the Progressives of an earlier era, and which even perhaps derived from their agenda, but which was missing from the body of doctrine with which Friedman's monetarism would later be associated.
Simons favoured, for example, the vigorous pursuit of anti-trust policies, as well as serious income redistribution through a tax-transfer system. 32 And this is not to mention the fact that I also owe to him the caveat that Simons' populism should be explicitly distinguished from altogether darker, even proto-fascist, versions of such doctrine, associated for example with the likes of Father Charles Coughlin. These attracted much support in the 1930s. Reeve (1943) is a useful source of information on these matters.
another element in his Program, which did find its way into Friedman's post-war work, was the institution of 100 per cent reserve requirements against chequable bank deposits, a measure which would have had the effect of transferring the prerogative to create money from the banks to the government, just as those earlier Progressives had also advocated. If Simons' agenda was no longer classifiable as leftist in the '30s and thereafter, that was more because a large segment of the left had adopted new goals and analytic tools by then than because Simons was opposed to all of the populist ideas with which the quantity theory had been associated forty years earlier.
VI
Conclusions
The foregoing story is easily enough summarized. The same, or at least a very similar, quantity theory of money that was closely associated with rightist policies in the 1970s and 1980s was located at the other end of the political spectrum about a century earlier. It seems to have changed the political company its kept in the 1930s, just when the anti-quantity theory endogenous money doctrines of the Banking School made precisely the opposite change. But there is nothing in this story as I have told it to suggest that this shift reflects an influence of politics on economic analysis. The logic of the quantity theory was refined between 1880 and 1980 to be sure, but it was not radically altered; the predictions which it yielded about the relationship between monetary policy and inflation, and monetary policy and cyclical fluctuations, remained more or less the same, and just as testable (in principal at least) at the end of the period as at the beginning; and the same can be said of Banking School ideas too.
What shifted over the period was the political centre of gravity around which monetary policy debates were balanced, and this shift itself was brought about in part by changes in the broader body of economic theory. In the final quarter of the 19 th century, conservative conventional wisdom in monetary matters had supported the gold standard as a means of constraining attempts to manage the monetary system on the part of governments and banks, and not far below the surface of this wisdom there lay the idea that the "natural" value of gold was parametric to its monetary role. At that time, however, the quantity theory was already well on its way to displacing the cost of production theory of the price level within the corpus of economic analysis, and it was profoundly subversive of this conventional wisdom, with which banking School ideas had become closely interwoven.
Not only did the quantity theory seem to provide an apparently simple guide as to how the monetary system might be managed, but it even suggested that, inasmuch as the monetary demand for gold was a major influence on its price, the gold standard was itself a particular form of managed system. The replacement of the cost of production theory by the quantity theory, and the questions this raised about the scientific soundness of a body of conventional policy doctrines based on it was, in and of itself, enough to make the quantity theory attractive to political radicals, not least the American Progressives who enlisted the quantity theory in support of a particular, and probably inflationist, form of managed money.
No doubt Irving Fisher's (1911) efforts to restore respectability to the quantity theory among advocates of "sound money" had some of the effect he desired in breaking its association with radical politics, but as support for the gold standard faded in the 1920s and 1930s, the quantity theory needed only to stand still to appear to be moving rightward. The inter-war years were the time in which macroeconomic analysis focussed increasingly on matters of intertemporal allocation, rather than the determination of the general price level, and it did so against a background of apparently chronic failure of market mechanisms to generate full employment.
Keynes's General Theory and the IS-LM model that was extracted from it were in no way innovative as far as economic policy was concerned, but they gave an ex post analytic seal of approval to a policy agenda that was already well established by 1936, and whose activism would have seemed extreme to the point of being unimaginable to most economists before 1914.
Moreover, monetary policy had only a minor role to play on this agenda, so it provided a natural home for passive Banking School ideas on its role. The widespread acceptance of these theoretical developments in turn shifted the scientific middle ground of economic thought even further to the interventionist left of the political spectrum and only served to heighten the illusion of a rightward movement on the part of the quantity theory, which was antithetical to the idea that monetary policy was unimportant, and had in any event by then been adopted by advocates of rule guided policies.
In short, in my version of this story, it was the development of economic thought that influenced politics rather than the other way round, and, almost as a side effect, created the illusion of political migration on the part of the quantity theory and the opposing ideas of the Banking School. But, I hasten to add, I am sure that there are other ways of telling the same tale to a different effect. Though I hope that some readers will find my narrative convincing, I am even more anxious that those who do not will in due course construct alternative interpretations of the episodes I have described here, for it is only by debating diverse views that we will come to a deeper understanding of the complicated history of our discipline.
